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NEWS OF OUR CLIENTS

FIELDLINE® BACKPACK WITH FOLDING STOOL
STANDS UP TO USE AND ABUSE – AND MAKES COMFORT AND

CONVENIENCE A TOP PRIORITY

When it comes to designing innovative, durable and supremely functional packs for the serious hunter, the experts

at Fieldline® donʼt sit down on the job  – they develop the convenient and incredibly tough Fieldline Backpack with

Folding Stool.TM

No matter the weather or the game, the length or your trip or the type of terrain, this indispensible pack is on target.

A roomy main compartment with large interior mesh slot pocket makes quick work of storing and organizing just

about anything an avid outdoorsman needs for that upcoming scouting trip or big-game hunt – from clothing to food,

ammo to a first aid kit.  A deluxe padded bottom compartment with zipper enclosure not only keeps essential gear

secure, but also helps protect it from hard or damp ground and the occasional errant toss into the truck.

The game youʼre tracking is on the move, and so are you – through fields, down trails, between camps.  The new

Fieldline Backpack with Folding Stool wonʼt slow you down, thanks to two side mesh accessory pouches that let you

grab your scope, binoculars, flashlight or calls at a momentʼs notice.

Hunters in hot pursuit of comfort have found their trophy piece of equipment in this amazing pack, as it boasts

adjustable sternum straps that will fit any size torso and features articulated shoulder straps with non-slip backing

for maximum comfort and freedom of movement.

Like a hunter prepping for along day in the field, the pros at Fieldline had their checklist when creating the Fieldline

Backpack with Folding Stool.  Handy and capacious storage: check. Adjustable fit: check.  Rugged durability: check.

And now, for the ultimate in versatility, convenience and comfort – a sturdy folding stool that ingeniously tucks into

the padded back of the pack.  Perfect for sitting around camp or for taking a break out in the field, the compact stool

with lightweight fabric seat folds up and attaches to the backpack with an easy strap system, making transport

a cinch.

The Fieldline Backpack with Folding Stool is available in Mossy Oak® Infinity and Realtree® All-Purpose camo, ideal

for helping you blend into any environment.
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To learn more about the new Fieldline Backpack with Folding Stool or any of the companyʼs wide range of

specialized packs for hunting and outdoor enthusiasts, contact Fieldline at 1919 Vineburn Avenue, Los Angeles,

CA 90032  92390 • Telephone: (800) 438-3353.  www.fieldline.com.
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